Designed with student success in mind, ScholarChip ABE focuses on the importance of student behavior and social success. We’ve partnered with an award-winning educational software company, Ripple Effects, that makes digital behavioral intervention tools affecting student success. These evidence-based interventions explain to students why their decisions have consequences and demonstrates why positive change is important. It provides at-risk students the skills to help them succeed academically while altering their life path towards a brighter future.
ScholarChip® ABE, Behavior Management & Intervention

As part of ScholarChip’s School Safety & Operation System, Behavior Management & Intervention refers to software that empowers teachers to work through student performance patterns. ScholarChip ABE utilizes Ripple Effects’ evidence-based behavioral interventions. These award winning multi-tiered student interventions are trauma-informed, culturally responsive, personalized intervention programs that enhance the student experience and work seamlessly within ScholarChip ABE. Educators have at their fingertips, one of the most comprehensive methods to combat class disruptions. It starts with a reported misbehavior by a student; next, a corrective course of action is determined for the teacher to take; and finally, the student is positively reinforced through interactive software to deter repeat offenses. We believe good behavior is within reach for all students. The ScholarChip ABE/RE partnership is about promoting progress, accountability and fun through student behavior tutorials, videos and games.

Features & Benefits:

Provides administrators with an online method of recording and acting on student behaviors

Intuitive user interface

Enhances classroom climate

Improves overall lesson time

Paperless Discipline Referral saves teachers time and eliminates paper costs

Behavioral Intervention Services enrolls students in a behavior reward program

Award-winning intervention software

Over 700 evidence-based modules available

Correlating Services:

The One Card (smart ID card issuance)

ABE Mobile

Reporting Misbehavior and Taking Corrective Action:

1. Student Disrupts Class
2. Teacher Submits Online Paperless Referral
3. Administrator Reviews and Takes Action

A Behavior Video or Tutorial is Required

PowerSchool Referral is Uploaded and Closed Out

Award-winning Intervention Software:

Children's Software Revue - All Star

National Educational Media Network

SIIA CODiE Finalist

Technology & Learning - Award of Excellence

International Association of Audio Visual Communications
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